University of Arkansas Collections Facility

Curation Fee Schedule

Effective January 1, 2018
Fee subject to review every five years

Fee for review and Long Term Curation of Artifacts:

The Curation Fee includes:
1. Review of the documentary records of each project for both completeness and accuracy.
2. Review of the artifacts from each project for compliance with the University of Arkansas Collections Facility Standards.
3. Reboxing artifacts into appropriate containers for long term curation. Costs for curation of oversized or special items or materials will be determined on an individual basis.

The assessment of the volume of the collection will be made after the artifacts have been re-boxed into standard outside containers for curation. The collections will be boxed in a manner that will optimize the preservation of artifacts for long term curation.

Curation charge per cubic foot: $350

Minimum fee for collections: $175

If a collection consists of artifacts that comprise less than ¼ of a cubic foot of space, the minimum charge will be assessed.

Long Term Curation of Documents

A separate long term curation fee is assessed for documentary material curation. Documentation to be submitted with each artifact collection include: two hard copies and one digital copy of the final report, Arkansas Archeological Survey Project Identification form, GIS shapefile of project area, two hard copies and one digital copy of artifact records including FSN logs, analysis sheets, and contact photographic sheets.

Fee for Long Term Curation of Documents: $25/linear inch